Materials

Telford

Cast iron.

Connections

1

2”

Test pressure

12 Bar

Testing authority

EN442

Maximum operating pressure

6 Bar

Maximum working temperature

120ºC

Packaging

Fittings Instructions

If product has been painted, it will be supplied wrapped in
bubble wrap and strapped on a pallet

PLEASE NOTE:
for the number and style of radiators on the system.

Terms & Conditions
All products must be inspected once removed from the packaging and Hunt Heating notified
within 28 days of delivery of any scratches, blemishes or other damage.
Hunt Heating will then replace the radiator.
Imperfect radiators should therefore not be fitted and Hunt Heating will not accept responsibility

If Hunt Heating are not notified within 28 days of the date on the signed delivery note then it
will be deemed that Hunt Heating have fully complied with its obligations and claims will not be
considered.
Failure to comply with any of the above may invalidate any claims.
We recommend that after you check the product on delivery that it is stored in its packaging to prevent
damage prior to installation. Hunt Heating cannot accept responsibility for items damaged after
delivery.

Guarantees & Liabilities
The round top sections of the Telford
feature a solid centre between the
columns, providing bigger outputs a more
robust style.

As we are not the manufacturers of this product we will take all reasonable endeavours to make over to

The guarantees in all cases are subject to the products being installed in accordance with British and or

Please read these instructions and terms and
conditions carefully prior to installation.
Failure to do so may invalidate the warranty.
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If you have any questions please contact us on 1300 00 1800
www.huntheat.com.au
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If you have any questions please contact us on 1300 00 1800
www.huntheat.com.au
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radiators and then adding the correct quantity and type of inhibitor for use with your radiator
and system to prevent corrosion. Damage caused to systems not protected by a suitable
inhibitor will not be covered by manufacturer’s guarantee.
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Hunt Heating
11 Fiveways Boulevard
Keysborough 3173
Victoria
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free of charge replacement or repair of the failed product only. Our liability will under no circumstances
extend beyond the repair or replacement of the product supplied by us. Claims for either labour in
replacement or damage to property are not admissible. Any goods that are returned, in the event of a
problem, will belong to Hunt Heating.

output by this number to find the total number of
6 – Choose the mounting option
These simple steps will help you choose a product thatsections needed to match the output; e.g. if you have Your Ancona can be supplied in one of three mounting
chosen a 4 column 600mm high then 7680 BTUs
matches your requirements.
options, either with Welded Feet, with Cast Feet or with
divided by 281 BTUs per section = 27 sections.
Wall Brackets.
• Cast feet give the finished radiator a traditional look
1 – Calculate the output & number of radiators
5 – Size the finished product & double check
- see page 45 / below.
To find the output you require for each radiator first work
Each section regardless of how many columns it has is • Welded feet will give you a more contemporary feel
out the heat output for your room.
Heating
itself
products from
46mm wide, so a 27Hunt
section
radiatorprides
will equal
27 xon selecting
- see page 44 / below.
46mm = 1242mm wide.
manufacturers who exercise tight
control
measures.
Weto position your
• With quality
Wall brackets
you have
the freedom
For a more detailed explanation please see page four or
Ancona
at any height
- see pageand
46 / below.
only
select
models
with
excellent
standards
of
welding
Please
note:
Allow
an
additional
150mm
200mm
visit our website www.theradiatorcompany.co.uk
at
width for bushes and valves.
7 - General example
If you have a large room, divide this number by the totalIf this is too wide then
packaged
and should
reach
you in perfect
either increase
the height
of each
ctions condition. Just in case
er of se
number of radiators you need in the room. e.g. a loungesection
16’
Numb
or choose ahowever,
section with
columns.
Model
shown
a 600mm high,
wemore
offer
a 10 year no quibble
guarantee
for all
castisiron
x 20’ x 8’ ceilings = a volume of 2560 x 6 = 15,360 BTUs.
4 column, 10 section radiator.
E.g. instead of 4 column 600mm high = 7680 radiators.
BTUs
Two radiators would be required which = 7680 BTUs each.
This would equal an output of
Your installer will also be able to help you decide this, if divided by 281 BTUs per section = 27 sections =
2810 BTUs, a weight of 18.9kg
1242mm;
required.
a widththis
of 460mm.
Please carefully unpack andand
inspect
you could use; 4 column 1000mm high = 7680
BTUs
radiator
and all fittings. Hunt
2 – Choose the number of Columns
divided by 449 BTUs per section = 17 sections =
Heating
Anconas are available in a choice of five column depths, 782mm wide, which means less width, but more
height;must be notified of any shortages or
2,3,4,5 and 6 columns. More columns equals greater depth,
damage within 28 days of delivery. For further
or
you
could
use;
5
column
600mm
high
=
7680
BTUs
Number of columns
bigger water content and therefore a higher output, however
please see terms and conditions
divided by 343 BTUs per section = 22 sections information
=
= typical wall tie positions
= typical feet positions
choice is generally down to aesthetics.
1012mm wide, which means less width, but more
depth.page.
on back
Wall ties adjust from 33mm to 43mm
Mounting Options

1

Inspect

Height

Telford Diagrams

With Cast Feet
Telford mounting options

With Welded Feet
Welded feet

2

2 column

Cast Feet
100

100

50

inevitably cause leaks).
must not use any Compound materials (e.g. Jet Blue) or Plumbers
Hemp. If you choose you may use up to 4 turns of PTFE tape to help
seal the threads (the tape should be applied in the direction of the
thread and no more than this amount should be used as this may cause
leaks to occur).

5

Marking Wall Ties & Wall Brackets

Cast Feet and Footed End
these are typically positioned one section in from either end with extra
wall and using a pencil mark the desired wall tie positions accurately
between the sections.

Wall Bracket

Plus either
• 2 Cast feet & 2 wall ties
• 3 Wall brackets 2 wall ties
• Footed End: 1 - 3 Wall Ties

1 Radiator
1105Blanking plug
1 Air vent

Fitting Bushes - IMPORTANT NOTE

With Wall Brackets

Contents

3, 4, 5, 6 column

For radiators 3 - 15 sections you should have
•
•
•
•

4

105

Wall Mounted
Wall mounted radiators can either sit on, or hang from the wall
brackets. It is essential that the positions for these brackets are
accurately measured and level as there is no allowance for any vertical
are typically positioned one section in from either end with extra wall
brackets spaced equally throughout if supplied.

Footed End

6

height - 131

height - 131

For radiators 16 - 25 sections you should have

Choose Cast Feet for a
classic look

• 1 Radiator
•
• 1 Blanking plug
• 1 Air vent
• 1 Joining key, if requested
• 2 Nipples per join
• 2Feet
Gaskets
Choose Welded
for a per join
contemporary look

Plus either
• 3 Cast feet & 3 wall ties
• 4 Wall brackets & 3 wall ties
• Footed End: 3 - 5 Wall Ties

brackets. Wall brackets must only be used in masonry with the supplied
wall plug.
Wall ties can be screwed into wood or
used in masonry with a suitable wall plug.

With Wall Brackets you can
position your Ancona at
any height

Pipe Centres for Anconas with Cast Feet or Wall Brackets
Pipe Centres for Anconas with Welded Feet
Pipe centres left to right = number of sections x 46mm plus bushes andAnconas
valves supplied with Welded Feet can be securely fixed to the floor,
Pipe70
centres from wall 2 Column
therefore allowing it to be positioned anywhere in the room. If you wish
160= 65mm to 75mm
For
radiators
26 - 40
you
should
have
3 Column = 84mm to 94mm
to secure
the model
justsections
using Wall
Ties,
the pipe
centre dimensions will
4 Column = 102mm to 112mm
be the same as if using Cast Feet or Wall Brackets.
• 1 Radiator
Plus either
5 Column = 121mm to 131mm
6 Column = 140mm to 150mm
•
• 4 Cast feet & 4 wall ties
• 1 Blanking plug
• 6 Wall brackets & 4 wall ties
• 1 Air vent
• Footed
End:
5 - 8 Wall Ties
To convert from BTU Δt50° to Δt60° multiply by 1.264
Prices listed in purple are stock items
All dimensions
given in
millimetres
Pipe centres left to right
• 1 Joining key, if requested
•
2
Nipples
per
join
60mm x total number of sections + 30mm for bushes + valves.
127
To find your nearest Showroom or Merchant:
• 2 Gaskets per join

Fixing Wall Ties & Wall Brackets

7

Painting Radiators

Pipe Centres

Tel. 08707 302250 www.theradiatorcompany.co.uk
Pipe centres from wall
2 column = 85mm - 105mm (as wall ties are adjustable)
3 column = 105mm - 125mm (as wall ties are adjustable)
4 column = 130mm - 150mm (as wall ties are adjustable)
5 column = 160mm - 180mm (as wall ties are adjustable)
6 column = 175mm - 195mm (as wall ties are adjustable)

3

Joining Sections If Required

If you require joining sections, please see the separate instructions
provided.

radiator can be removed and painted. Specialist radiator paint and long
handled radiator brushes are widely available in high street DIY outlets.
When painting your radiators topcoats and undercoats must NEVER
be WATER BASED or EMULSION type. Be careful in selecting
undercoats as some modern formulations are water based even
though they are intended for use with oil based topcoats. Water
based paint will create rust pockets that will grow and become
to withstand temperatures up to 100 oC. Spray paints used for car
bodywork are also suitable if they are not water based. Paint odours
may be emitted during painting and when the radiator heats up for

Cast Iron Joining Instructions

Cast Iron Joining Instructions

Please note: that after manufacture these radiators are pressure tested and cleaned

Image 4

ensure that adequate protective material is in place before working on the radiators.

6. Fit a yellow paper joining gasket over each nipple; push them
carefully onto the nipple, making sure they do not tear, until
they sit in the groove in the middle of the nipple. (image 4)

A minimum of two people are required to join these sections to ensure safe handling of
the radiators and to facilitate an effective water tight seal.
You will need: two nipples, 2 gaskets per join, appropriate size joining key, extension rod
for extra torque, bushes and gaskets.

7.

(e.g. Jet Blue) or Plumbers Hemp. If you choose you may use up to 4 turns of PTFE
tape to help seal the threads (the tape should be applied in the direction of the
thread and no more than this amount should be used as this may cause leaks to
occur)

1.

Image 5

8. Offer up the second radiator, making sure that the two
nipples enter the second section evenly.

To facilitate the joining process the radiator sections must be raised off the ground, (on a

9. Measure the distance required for the key to identify how far

upright or on end when joining.

in you need to place the key and then insert the key through
the open end of the water way to locate the lug within the

Top smooth edge

2.

hand turn only screw in a pair of nipples into the end of one
radiator (screwing the nipple in further at this stage may
cause problems obtaining a water tight seal.) (Image 5)

Image 6

Before joining the radiators together please remove the
plastic bungs.

10. The two nipples should now be tightened alternatively

to keep the radiators parallel. The key should be kept in
a central position in the waterway whilst turning. Tighten

Image 1

3. Position all sections to be joined the correct way up; place

Image 2

together. Repeat the process alternating between nipples,
until both sections are joined hand tight.

The radiators also need to be the correct way round; ensure
the same trade mark or manufacturers stamp are all facing
the same way. (Image 1 & 2)
Bottom rough edge

4.

11. Once the joins have been hand tightened both will need

extra torque applied to make a water tight seal. To obtain
this use a metal extension rod to apply greater leverage.
(image 7)

Clean the surfaces to be joined using a small blade or similar to remove any dirt or
deposits from the face and screw thread.

12.

5.

CAST1.2

The radiator sections and joining nipples have one left
and one right hand thread (image 3) the Nipples must be
inserted correctly to avoid cross threading. The end of the
nipple with the left hand thread has a serrated edge; the
end with the right hand thread has a smooth edge.

Left

If you have any questions please contact us on 1300 00 1800
www.huntheat.com.au

Right

blanking plugs, bushes and gaskets. Please note these items
are also left and right handed to avoid cross threading.

If you have any questions please contact us on 1300 00 1800
www.huntheat.com.au

Image 7

